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Re:  Release:  1873  
Service Requests:  82355  
Error Reports:  None  
See Object Inventory  
Urgency:  Not Urgent (see Timing of Installation below)  

This release addresses the following Service Request:

**Service Request 82355**

Service request 82355 asks that the Web EDB Inquiry application be rewritten using the Java programming language without functional enhancements. The current application is written in Net.Data, a language which is no longer supported.

This release includes a technical rewrite of Web EDB Inquiry as well as the login, main menu and change password screens. All PPS Net.Data objects are now obsolete.

Note that this release depends on the successful installation of release 1862.

See the Object Inventory included with the release for a list of all new and modified objects.

See the Detail Design included with the release for a description of the objects.

**Installation Instructions**

A separate Installation Instructions document is provided for this release.

**Test Plan**

A separate Test Plan document is provided for this release.

**Timing of Installation**

The timing of this release is **not urgent**. It is recommended that this release be installed as soon as possible for the following reasons:

- Net.data has some known security issues
- Future releases will build on this one, including the web new hire application
- Net.Data is not supported with DB2 v9, so the installation of DB2 v9 must be delayed until there are no Net.data applications running on the system.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Maxine.Gerber@ucop.edu, or call 510-987-0422.

Maxine Gerber